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**El Buen Dotrino**

Once children have learned to read, what will they read? In those days, there were no modern reading materials available, and the old stuff was just too uninspiring, a paramount issue Judge Gabbay addresses at the very outset:

*Kon la ayuda del Dyo Alto empesimos en trezladasyon de livros. I por prima vez izimos el trezlagó del livro Risale-i Ehlak ke es echo en Turkuesko i todas sus avlas non son ke dotrino. Afíllu para grandes, non kere dicho a los chikos ke manka muncho a los ijos de Yisrael i estan muñatç a meldar livros ajenos por anbezar alge de dotrino.*

With God's help, we have started to translate books. And for the first time, we have translated the book *Risales Ehlak*, written in Turkish, whose words are pure admonishment. Even grown ups, how much more so children, all Jewish kids need foreign books to learn some admonishment.

That is when Judge Gabbay will find himself in the same predicament as Mehmet Sadik Rifat Pasha who had just written the *Risale-i Ahlak* to fill an identical gap in the curriculum of the Public Schools. Judge Gabbay, totally on his own, will start a brand new translation program of useful secular books, and the *Risale* will be the first in that series. He will call it by the traditional name of *El Buen Dotrino* (אֶל בִּיון 두ֹטרוּן). But as this *Buen Dotrino* had a thoroughly secular frame of reference, he will nominally judaize the text on its very last page by adding a wish for the rebuilding of the Holy Temple. His main appeal though will be for more [positive] sciences and for more "proofs".

*...el terbie del moeyo es la sensya. La sensya i el kumplimyento es la previa. En tanto solo kon meoyo non se buirea el echo. Tenemos de menester i las sensyas kon sus provas. Por ke el meoyo ke non tyene sensyas ni provas semeja al ken kamina en la eskuridad sin dinguna luz en su mano.*

*...the mind's education takes place with science. Science and its achievement prove that. Being merely satisfied with the mind is not enough. We need the sciences with their proofs, as a mind devoid of the sciences and proofs resembles one who is tottering in darkness, with no light in his hands.*

Science in any form holds much hope. The science teacher is on a par with one's parents!

*...i mas de todo el ovligo es de enbezar sensya.*

*...bushkar de enbezar todo modo de sensya ke te vyene de la mano.*

*...i mas i mas el maestro de sensya ke a el le merese elonor dos tantos mas ke a padre i madre. Porke el maestro de sensya es el ke aze kumplido al ben adam.*

---

15 *El Buen Dotrino*, p. 27.
...the duty to study science supersedes everything.
...try to learn as much of any science as you can.
...foremost comes your science teacher who deserves twice the respect due to your parents, as he is the one who makes you an accomplished person.

Science is extremely valuable, as it teaches us those things that will make us happy. But a "little" anatomy is also a must to understand diseases and the workings of our body.

...i despues veras la dulce de la vida ke pasas! 19
...las kozas ke kavzan hazinuras son muy diferentes ke para savertaa kale meldar un pokö de anatomia. 20

...then watch and see how happy you will be!
...diseases are caused by different things. To know them you must study "a little" anatomy!

I do not wish to put words into the mouth of Judge Gabbay, but his introductory paragraph on page 3 deserves close scrutiny. He writes:

Por esto izimos esta ovra por una ayuda alos sinyores padres de famiya a ke despues ke meldan el primo livro alfabeta enventado muesaro, ke les ambezen i este sigundo. Sea ijos, sea ijas, syendo este echo non tyene de menester enbezar merubba, ni letras, ni puntos otro ke derecha mente puedan meldar i entender loke kitan de la boka

That is why we have written this book as a way of helping fathers with families, so that after they have read the first syllaby authored by us, they can continue teaching them from this Second Book. Whether boys or girls, there is no need to teach them the square merubba letters, nor the vowel-points. They can immediately read and understand whatever comes out of their mouth.

There is no need to teach them the square merubba letters! What he seems to be telling us, in no unequivocal terms, is that the square letters with their cumbersome vowel-points, i.e. traditional Hebrew education alone, is leading nowhere! For a shortcut toward general education and enlightenment, the Rashi letters of Ladino are amply sufficient. As Ladino is spelled phonetically, the mastery of the alphabet in Book One will lead ipso facto to the ability of reading Book Two, the Risdule, and then Books Three, Four etc. still to appear in his new series. His willingness to postpone the acquisition of Hebrew reading skills, if not to sacrifice them altogether, for the more immediately attainable goal of proficiency in Ladino reading as a shortcut toward general education, that is what I find incredibly daring. But Judge Gabbay was animated by a sense of true mission. His convictions and incentives were such that nothing could stand in his way to concretize them.

And where would this grandiose educational program ultimately lead? Judge Gabbay discloses his clear intentions, as he says:

19 Ibid., p. 12.
20 Ibid., p. 19.
...pasando poko tyenpo mos okupamos en trezlajasyones de sensyas chikas por la ota. I despues mas ondas asta el karar ke mos engrasyo el Dyo i non seremos en dover de enbezar otra lingua por konoser alguna sensya.

...after a while, we shall be busy translating books about the “minor” sciences for the time being. Then the “deeper” sciences, as far as God’s mercy will permit us, so that we shall not have to learn another language to familiarize ourselves with science.21

Echoing Rifat Pasha’s expression of benevolent wishes for the success of the Sultan’s efforts to improve and promote education at all levels, Judge Gabbay mentions Abdülmecid by name in a very moving exhortation:22

El Dyo Alto i Poderozo alarge anyos de vida a nuestro Podestador, nuestro Rey, nuestra Korona, Rey de las Tyerras e Sinyor de las Mares, Rey, io de Rey, ijo de otro Rey, Sultan Abdul Medjid, su onra i podestania sea de un kavo de mundo asta el otro, amen. Ke tanto gaste izo i esta azeyndo por kiar la sensya i el kumplimyento al mundo. I todas las nasyones estan indo en esta idea, i mozoautros tambyen penamos a adelantamos un poko en el saver. I kate ser amigo al Rey i a la sivdad i bindizirio kon buen korason.

May the Supreme and Powerful God grant long life to our Sovereign, our King, our Crown, King of the Continents and Lord of the Seas, King, descendant of Kings, Sultan Abdul Medjid, and may his honor and might extend to the ends of the world, Amen. He has spent vast sums and is doing so much to bring science and success to the world. As all the nations [the various millets] are following his ideas, we, too, must try to improve our education. It is necessary to be the King’s and the country’s friend, and wholeheartedly to wish him well.

Judge Gabbay’s general perception is that the other nations (the millets) in the Ottoman Empire are better off, because they are ahead of the Jews in matters of education. He will express the same sentiment in the introduction to his Ikkare ha-Daḳ:23

I es por esta razon ke todas las nasyones izyeron un kateshizmo muy kurtuo i muy provechozo para sus ley...... Yo tambyen sovred esta idea, ize este livriko.

That is why all the nations [the millets] have put out a very brief and useful catechism about their religion...... I, too, have prepared this small book with the same idea in mind.

***

My initial interest in, and present involvement with Yechezkel Gabbay, the grandson, goes back to 1972. One day, as I was going through some books at the Sephardic Beth Shalom Synagogue in Cincinnati, quite coincidentally I came across the Ladino translation of the Ottoman Ceza Kanun Namesi published in 1860. I was so fascinated by the novelty of an Ottoman Penal Code translated into Ladino that I decided to proceed with a preliminary study

21 Ibid., 27. Here Judge Gabbay seems to be fighting the local foreign schools whose complete foreign language curriculum was dramatically modifying the traditional values of their graduates, be they Muslim, Jewish or even Christian.
22 Ibid., p. 5.
23 Ikkare ha-Daḳ, p. 6.
of this translation. At that time, I had no access to the original Ottoman text to check for accuracy. Also not being versed in Law, I decided simply to study the peculiar language of this translation which was loaded with words borrowed from Turkish. A year later, I published a mimeographed edition of this Ladino text, typed in square Hebrew characters with a transliteration of the text into Latin characters, and a Ladino-English vocabulary of all Turkish and Hebrew words found in this translation.

Even though on the title-page of this Ladino book (see p. 16) there is no indication about its translator, the colophon (see p. 17) clearly mentions Yehezkel Gabbay! Besso does mention the Ladino translation of the Kanun Name under entry #273, but fails to indicate who the translator was, probably because he neglected to check the book from cover to cover. Had he done so, he could not have missed the statement at the end of the book, on p.55:

Trezladad i estampa kon la ayuda del Dyo i de mis prensipales, yo el chiko de los chikos i menor de los menores Yehezkel GABBAI.

Translated and printed with the help of God and of my superiors, I, the very humble Yehezkel GABBAI.

And the colophon continues:

Kompuesto por mano de el mesadder de la estampa del Sinyor Kayul en Bey Oguh Hayym Nissim PIPERNO.

Typeset by Hayym Nissim PIPERNO, the mesadder of Mr. Kayul’s press in Beyoglu,

a clear indication that Hayym Nissim Piperno was the mesadder, the typesetter of this work.

* * * *

Fifteen years later, as I was doing some research at the Library of Congress, again quite coincidentally I observed that entry #207 of the same Besso catalogue listed a Risalei Ajlak. By then I was quite familiar with Besso’s unusual transliteration practice for Hebrew of using j for Hebrew n or Ottoman ç, and that therefore the real Turkish title of the book must have been Risale-i Ahlak. And again, Besso failed to identify properly the author of this translation! His entry #207 states:


But nowhere does the title page of the Library of Congress copy I personally examined say that the translation was made [por] by Haim Nisim Piperno who again acted as the mesadder, the typesetter, just as he had been the mesadder, the typesetter of the Kanun Name.
KANUN NAME
De PENAS

Letras de Muesto Sinyoor El Rey

Sigun lo Eskrito se Deve de Afirmar

5620
(1860)

Title-page of the Kanun Name
por penaltia de groshes de kinze beshlikes asta vente.

264. Ken rovina lugar ke fue abandonado por provecho
del puevlo komo plasa i meydan i lugares de paseos.
I ken rova de ditos lugares dela anchura o dela largura,
despues ke le azen adovar lo ke bozdeko, i boltar a-
tras lo ke rovo, se apreza de tres dias
asta una semana, i paga de
kinze beshlikes asta vente
por penaltia de
groshes.

ASTA AKI SE KUMPLEN LOS 264 ARTIKOLOS DELA KANUN NAME

Trezzadado i estanpado kon la ayuda del Dyo i de mis
presipales, yo chiko de los chikos i
menor de los menores.

YEHEZKEL
GABBAY

Kompuesto por mano de le mesadder de la estanpa
del sinyor Kayul en Bey Oglu

HAYYIM NISSIM
PIPERNO

Colophon of the Kanun Name
It appears that Besso just picked the name Hayyim Nissim Piperno at the bottom of the title-page, where Piperno is again clearly identified as the mesadder, the typesetter, and made him the author by simply inserting his name into the first statement, where the name of Yehezkel Gabbay appears as the owner of the estanparia, the printing press. Besso figured that since Yehezkel Gabbay was mentioned as only the owner of the estanparia, Nissim Piperno, the only other name on the title-page must have been that of the missing author of the translation, even though the statement at the bottom of the title-page clearly indicates that Piperno was the mesadder, the typesetter, not the author! Had Besso only turned to page 2, and read the הָיַּו יִצְחַק paragraph, he would have discovered that the author of this translation, too, was none else than Yehezkel Gabbay whose name appears there clearly spelled out in square Hebrew letters!

Ladino, the Language

For half a millennium, our Ladino has withstood the test of survival. In retrospect, it is tempting and quite common to forget that during such a protracted period, two formidable factors were at work in the life of this language.

First, this was half a millennium spent in isolation from outside Hispanic influences, and of creeping de-hispanization. Trying to turn the clock back by insisting that the umbilical cord which once tied us to Spain is still functional is an ominous fantasy. To diffuse such unreality, there should be a constant warning sign placed before the eyes of those who overnight would love to re-hispanicize Ladino.

Some of our own brethren who came to this country, and became professors of Spanish, slowly succumbed to this temptation. The name of Maír José Benardete stands out as a prime example of this quest for a new cultural grounding, while trying to hang on to vestiges of the old. Having reached the New World at the tender age of fifteen, Benardete's discovery of Spanish culture understandably became for him an act of regeneration.

In an article he wrote in 1931, he says:

El gudeo-español debe abandonar todo mezclamiento, sea con el francés, italiano, inglés, turco o árabe si quiere ser un lenguaje digno de gente instruida.

---

HISPANISMO

DE LOS

SEFARDIES LEVANTINOS

Para el profesor y hablante de la tradición estudiada, que
avanzada durante siglos los países y
regiones del Imperio Romano
han después auténticamente asentados
de Sefard establecidos, que consta
que la llama del genio español
a pesar de dos leyes y contrarias al pueblo
en la que de hecho escrita, sin manifestar
la calidez no de contra de la
necesidad de educar a los profesores
sobres la Torá y otras al
Sabadú

Selam y Salut!

Maír José B
Fifty years later, on the autographed copy of his book he sent to me, Benardete’s key phrase was still *desterrados de Sefarad*, uprooted from Sefarad. And I thought that we were more from the East than from the West, and that we had returned to the East.

Second, this was also half a millennium of assiduously conscious efforts aimed at maximizing, mainly for halakhic and midrashic purposes, the interchangeability between Hebrew/Aramaic and Ladino, within the all-encompassing background of Ottoman Turkish lore and mores. The resulting extreme literalness of Ladino translations has been immediately equated with some kind of pedagogical concern to teach Hebrew, similar to our interlinear translations of Greek and Latin classics. Jesús Cantera, in his preface to Joseph Nehama’s *Dictionnaire*,25 exudes self-assurance, as he writes:

La langue reproduite est, bien sûr, le judéo-espagnol et non pas le ladino, langage archaïque et artificiel dont on s’est servi pour mettre à la portée du commun des Juifs parlant espagnol, la Bible, les prières et toutes les compositions plus ou moins rituelles. Le ladino donne la version de ces textes avec le mot à mot juxtaposé à l’hébreu sans tenir compte de la syntaxe, de l’allure de la phrase, ni de son interprétation. Les premières ébauches se succèdent, s’accumulent au cours des âges, sans s’harmoniser et forment un ensemble disparate, hétérogène, présentant souvent des mots incompréhensibles, estropiés peut-être par la transmission orale.

Is the thinking behind *toutes les compositions plus ou moins rituelles* directed at the Bible and a few prayer books with vernacular texts in them, or does the opaque *plus ou moins* extend to the vast domain of Talmudic, Midrashic and Zoharic literature? I doubt the latter is the case. And yet, for five hundred years, these *hahamim* did not sit still with their Hebrew interlinear primers. They discussed Law, they preached sermons, they were asked questions and wrote *responsa*.

As to the *mots incompréhensibles et estropiés*, we, the natives have accepted them with love and understanding. We also know that not every Frenchman is comfortable with Ronsard from cover to cover, nor does every English-speaking person have an easy time with Chaucer. Not being familiar with the Spanish scene, I should take Cantera’s audacious statement to imply that in Spain Cervantes is indeed devoured by the common folk.

It is amazing to observe how this pedagogical explanation continues to make perfect sense to scholars.26 They simply read into Ladino their own personal experience with Greek

---


26 For the latest summary of these views, see Paloma Díaz-Mas, *Los Sefardíes*, Riopiedras Ediciones, Barcelona 1986, pp. 100-112. On p. 101, the author writes:

Se trata, pues, de una lengua artificial que en un principio se creó con finalidad pedagógica: el hebreo había dejado de hablarse ya en la Edad Media y la mayoría de los fieles eran incapaces de captar el sentido de los textos religiosos, por lo que se recurrió a ponerlos en palabras castellanas - respetando en todo la sintaxis hebrea - para que el texto así *ladinado* sirviese de guía a estudiantes, fieles y canores sinagogales; a raíz de este uso, el ladino entró también en la liturgia. Pero no fue verdadera lengua de comunicación en la vida cotidiana.
and Latin classical texts. But, Ladino is also called an "artificial language", lacking the characteristics of a "true language" of communication in daily life, implying that the designation could, at best, have only a limited application, and that therefore, it should be placed in a deep freeze!

The reality is that nothing can be further from the truth. The degree of Hebrew familiarity of the Sephardic masses, or the desire to improve on it, by using the so-called interlinear translation approach, has absolutely nothing to do with the extreme literalness of Ladino texts, whose palabra por palabra, "word for word" approach was uniquely designed at reaching la verdad Hebrayca,27 the truth behind the Hebrew.

No mystery this verdad Hebrayca. A basic familiarity with rabbinic methodology is enough to clarify what was meant by "Hebraic truth". Since every detail in Holy Writ can help buttress a new understanding of the Halakha or Jewish Law,28 or derive a novel idea for a fresh Midrash or Exposition, for any ideal Ladino translation to be fully functional, it had to be a carbon copy of the Hebrew, it had to reflect the same interests, and the same concerns as the Hebrew.

A case in point is Isaiah 56:7 רָאָהְיָא לִבְּנַֽוָה, and I shall gladden them in my house of prayer. Both the Ferrara Bible and Asa's text render רָאָהְיָא literally as casa de mi orasyon/kaza de mi orasyon, the house of my prayer which reflects the syntax of Hebrew, but is nonsensical in European languages, until the Talmud's discussion of this verse in Berahot 7a is brought into the picture. The identical problem of רָאָהְיָא, the house of my prayer, received there a totally different solution, as the word רָאָהְיָא, my prayer, was now utilized as a basis for establishing the premise that even God may be subject to the discipline of prayer! To the twin questions, does God pray, and if so, to whom are his prayers directed, the answers given are that God, indeed, prays to set an example for us humans, and that "He prays" to Himself, in an act of auto-suggestion! Thus, Rabbi Yohanan said in the name of Rabbi Yose:

From where do we know that the Holy One, blessed be He, prays? For it is said: ...and I shall make them joyful in the house of my prayer. It is not said רָאָהְיָא, their prayer, but רָאָהְיָא, my prayer. Hence, we know that the Holy One, blessed be He, prays.

27 That is how the Ferrara Bible published in 1553 subtitles its Ladino translation of the Bible:
En lengua Española traduida palabra por palabra della verdad Hebrayca por muy excelentes letrados vista y examinada por el oficio dela Inquisicion.
28 In Eruvin 21b, commenting on תּוֹרַהָה וּפָנָה, his locks are curled (Song of Songs 5:11), Rav Hisda said that Rav Ukba said, "this comes to teach that from every stroke, there are mounds and mounds of halakhot to derive".
And consistent with Talmudic thoroughness, a model text for God’s prayer is even proposed. It says:

יִהוּ דַּהְן מַלֶּקֶת, לָשׂוּכֶהָ תִּזְכַּר, לָאֹדַרֵךְ, לָאֹדַרֵךְ יִלּוּ מָכָה.

生產ל על ימיהם

May it be My will that My mercy subdue My anger, and may My mercy prevail over My attribute of justice. That I may deal with My children with the quality of mercy to judge them with leniency!

Now, had the Ladino rendition of שליחתי been the flat my house of prayer, instead of the house of my prayer, it would have been grammatically more accurate, but in the process Ladino’s ties with this beautifully constructed Midrash-Exposition would have been severed! For anyone who is familiar with rabbinic methodology, the extreme literalness of this Ladino translation is not to serve as "a guide to students, believers and synagogue cantors", in lieu of a glorified, all-purpose "pony", nor to teach Hebrew, but more important to preserve the theological integrity of this crucial midrashic interpretation of Scripture among people already versed in Hebrew, but wishing to use this preeminently effective tool in their discussions and expositions of Judaism conducted in a language other than Hebrew.

In the context of European languages, when a woman’s husband dies, she becomes a widow. When children lose their parents, they turn into orphans. But no single word describes the status of a woman after the death of her child.

In the Semitic world, however, such a concept is available. Following the examples of Arabic ﺑٖکل Araamica لـ، and Hebrew ﺛَا، Ladino has coined the words dezijado/dezijada. Understandably, Hispanists must feel very uncomfortable with the very notion of becoming dezijado. To them, this strange compound must sound as awkward as "dis-childed" in English would, which is my own English version of dezijato. To a Ladino speaker, however, dezijado presents no problem whatsoever, as the more Ladino becomes subservient to Hebrew/Aramaic, the fewer the gaps the speaker has to fill, and the more direct his touch with those life giving concepts becomes. Forms like este el pan de la afrisuyn were never strange to us, simply because we either heard them in sermons and meidados, or we used analogous forms in daily conversation 365 days a year, and not on Passover night alone. Personally, I had to reach the fifth decade of my life before I discovered that in vinyeron a-la-puerta-l-kal, the underlined part was a classical Hebrew type construct state.

Many a pitfall await future students of Ladino who minimize these characteristics. They may be told that Ladino is nothing but Spanish, somewhat strange and outlandish, but mostly manageable, written in the Rashi script, with occasional Hebrew/Aramaic or Turkish

29 The standard form is la puerta del kal.
words, for which there are plenty of dictionaries around. I would distrust any simplistic advice that says: "Memorize the twenty-two letters, and in no time, will you be fluent, and ready to go...."! Because I know that the other way around, no such comfort in Spanish exists for those of us who have been Ladino speakers all our lives. To me, a good Spanish book is always unnerving to read, stylistically rough, syntactically impossible. Their subjunctive is not our subjunctive, neither is our word order and punctuation similar to their's. Whether we like it or not, a very thick hedge has grown between us all these long years.

It takes more than pan i agua to feel at ease in grasping the thrust of a Me'am Lo'ez paragraph, or the twists in a Pele Yoes page. Nothing should be taken for granted. Everything has to be placed on the table for a de novo scrutiny and discussion. The knowledge of Spanish may, more often than not, turn into a drawback. The warning sign should read, "Spanish can be dangerous to your good understanding of Ladino"! Certainly, the hispanization of Ladino is the obvious temptation to avoid, before any meaningful study of this language can take place.

The genius of Atatürk, of blessed memory, can best be captured in his innovations in the area of language. Turkish, a non-Semitic language, was literally choking with its four Arabic z's, three s's, three h's, two t's, two k's, etc., each one differently written, but identically pronounced. In the area of vocalization, the burden was even more crushing, with only 3 markers for a minimum of eight vowels. In one of history's supremely masterful moves, he dared cut the Gordian knot. With his decision, overnight, miracles started sprouting everywhere. Henceforth, you could not get previously illiterate old men to lay down their newspapers. In a matter of months, first graders became perfect spellers, fluent in reading and writing. The only question never heard in today's Turkey is: How do you spell this or that? You spell it the way you hear it, and you read it the way you spell it. As simple as that!

I ask myself, what sins are being atoned in this part of the world with the irrationality of spelling the Philippines with a ph and two p's, while Filipino has an f and one p? Spanish and Italian shed off that scary ph a long time ago, and do no not seem to be worse off for it. In English, physics is overburdened with a ph and a y. The beauty and poise of the Turkish word fizik is there for the naked eye to behold! In this country, who hasn't seen terrified people who, conditioned to expect a ph after every Greek y, also spell the English word foam with a ph, as in styrofoam?

Ladino, with its Spanish base, had a similar problem when it used the Hebrew alphabet. Two of its vowels were always open to guesswork, i could be e, and u could be o. Its consonants, though, except for z and t, reflected a simplified phonetic spelling. As Ladino

---

30 A romanized edition of the Pele Yoes to be issued by Ladino Books is in preparation.
returned to the Roman alphabet, those who insist that we must fall back into the arms of traditional Spanish spelling, or who burden our simple consonants with endless diacritical marks are not aware of the intolerable nature of their requests. We have a simple system. Why, and for whose sake should we compound it? I know of no scholarly transcription system of Ladino which does not tire and utterly irritate us, the natives.\textsuperscript{31} To us, Spanish \textit{j} in \textit{jayam} for \textit{haham} is uncompromisingly unpalatable. We are puzzled as to what linguists must have heard to be so off in their transcription of \textit{bwéno}, \textit{jwégo}, \textit{kwal}, \textit{mwérite} or \textit{pwéta}. To use a common image, as the fox entered into the chicken coop, Joseph Nehama’s \textit{Dictionnaire} underwent a mutation. He and all the women he consulted in the preparation of his dictionary would be the first to agree that, through excessive hispanization, his work is indeed disfigured, turning into a \textit{jandrázo}. Differently said, this is probably the first case in human culture when a dictionary makes the natives of its language burst into laughter almost at every line, like a comic book. For our needs, our \textit{b}, \textit{v} and \textit{y} are so crystal clear, that we cannot even begin to fathom the problems Hispanists must have experienced transcribing our poor language.

Neither can we worry about recouping some imaginary flavor by resurrecting their \textit{qu} or their harsh \textit{c}. For centuries, we used the \textit{p} in that slot. Today’s \textit{k} is perfectly tailored for us, as we replaced \textit{p} with \textit{ke}. The mere sight of a \textit{q}, with its ubiquitous \textit{u}, mystifies us, as does any far reaching hispanization.\textsuperscript{32} This is no time for linguistic dominance.

A typical example of hasty hispanization, albeit of no major consequence, is \textit{fásil} and \textit{díficil}. No big deal at that! And yet, both Judge Gabbay and Rabbi Hayyim Shaki in his \textit{Me'am Lo'ez Shir ha-Shirim} carefully add in parentheses the Turkish (גולה) \textit{kolay} after \textit{fásil}, and (גולה) \textit{güç} after \textit{díficil}, as real help for their readers, as if these two words were incomprehensible without the accompanying Turkish. To me, this obvious "need" to explain the two Ladino words \textit{fásil} and \textit{díficil} is a clear indication that Spanish \textit{fácil} and \textit{dificil} had indeed fallen into disuse, and forgotten; that they had been replaced for a while with Turkish \textit{kolay} and \textit{güç}; and that of late, the French --not the Spanish-- \textit{facile} and \textit{difficile} were being (re)introduced. The \textit{stress} in these two "new" Ladino words proves my point. We stress them as in French \textit{fásil} and \textit{díficil}, not as in Spanish \textit{fácil} and \textit{dificil}. If in speaking, I were to say \textit{fásil}, people would just laugh at me. Ridicule is still the ultimate arbiter on the side of authenticity!

\textsuperscript{31} On the grassroots level, the latest specimen of this undercurrent of unwelcome hispanization caused by fear is reflected in Elsie Menasse, \textit{The Sephardi Culinary Tradition}, the Sephardic Cookbook Corporation Publishers, Capetown 1984. In this impeccably prepared book, "Ladino spelling has been standardized as far as possible, according to \textit{Le Dictionnaire Judéo-Espagnol} by Joseph Néhama", p. 11. As I read some recipes, I thought for a while that Kwaazidos, Kwádros and Gwévos were specialities from Zimbabwe, before I realized that they were mildly distorted \textit{mamaloshen} items!

\textsuperscript{32} All these minutiae are meant to draw attention to factors responsible for molding peoples’ attitudes.
Along the same lines were the efforts by Joseph M. Papo who tried unsuccessfully to convince Marvin Herzog of Columbia University that in Ladino the word גבריאל, ameriká, was indeed stressed on the last syllable (again probable French influence). Flying on the face of the evidence provided by speakers, Herzog's unrealistic verdict was:

this word is to be read amerika.\textsuperscript{33}

But, Herzog was wrong! In Ladino, Ameriká is not considered a Spanish word, and it continues to be stressed on the ultima, as people keep saying \textit{esta en la Ameriká}, he is in America. To a finely tuned Ladino ear, \textit{esta en la América} sounds artificial, and even somewhat pompous, not to talk about our own singsong modes in speech, which probably reflect Talmudic syntactical patterns, totally unknown in Spanish!

Abraham b. Isaac Asa

דבורה ויזרה
the Dilemma of Aramaic and Yudayco

That Rabbi Abraham b. Isaac Asa was the author of the Ladino translation of the Constantinople Bible, published in 1739-1744, is a well-known fact. Perhaps the time has come now for Eastern\textsuperscript{34} Sepharadim to begin acknowledging their huge debt to Rabbi Asa for his many other Ladino translations which popularized key Hebrew works. In a tiny area, however, Rabbi Asa is also responsible for generating some confusion which, after two hundred and fifty years, should be cleared up.

Asa's contribution

The paradox is that for all his immense input in promoting Ladino books, Asa is nowhere to be found! There is no Abraham b. Isaac Asa entry in the Jewish Encyclopedia, the Encyclopaedia Judaica Castellana, nor the more recent Encyclopaedia Judaica. Except for briefly mentioning

\textsuperscript{33} Marvin I. Herzog to Joseph M. Papo, November 4, 1977, in David N. Barocas correspondence, HUC-JIR, Cincinnati, Ohio.

\textsuperscript{34} I prefer Eastern to Levantine simply because the other branch of the Sephardic group is usually called Western. Also, Levantine at times may carry a negative connotation.
him as the translator of the רֶםֶשׁ מַרְאָה. Meyer Kayserling,35 too, ignores Asa. Thus, to this
day, Asa remains a non-person, an as yet to be discovered, and acknowledged figure.

In an article published in Kirjath Sefer,36 Abraham Yaari was the first to address
the mystery of Asa's reticence and apparent concealment. For reasons best known to himself, Asa
shunned publicity, so to speak, i.e. was against having his name placed on the title-pages of
the books he translated. Whether this was due to modesty or not, we don't know. Maybe Asa
realized that the first and last pages of any book are the most vulnerable. And so, he preferred
to reveal his name indirectly, by composing acrostic poems he inserted within the body of his
translations! And that is how Yaari--based on the inevitable acrostic poems Asa carefully
 tucked into his books, instead of divulging his name on title-pages--pursued him into the inner
sanctum of books, coming up with quite a list of Ladino books indeed translated by Asa.
Yaari's list includes the following books:

37

which place him by far ahead of Hulli, as the supreme popularizer of Ladino books.

Asa's Dilemma:

Second Kings 18:26-28 is a well-known passage, as it contains the names of two of the
languages used in biblical times. The Assyrians had besieged Jerusalem, and Rabshakeh, their
general, was discussing the terms of surrender with Elyakim, Shebna and Joah, the emissaries
of King Hizkiyahu. As a seasoned diplomat, Rabshakeh was conversant with the language of
his enemy. But the Jerusalemite negotiators did not want him understood by the local people
who were fighting on the wall, and dying in defense of their city. The following conversation
ensued between the Jerusalemites and the Assyrian general:

35 Meyer Kayserling, Bibliotheca Española-Portuguesa-Judaica, Strasbourg 1890, p. 42. Yosef Haim
Yerushalmi's Prolegomenon to the 1971 reprint of this book mentions Yaari's articles on page XXX.
378-80, followed in XIII (1936-37), pp. 533-34.
37 See also S. A. Rozanes, Koraṭ....., vol. 5, pp. 357-358 and p. 384.
-Speak to your servants in Aramaic, for we are conversant in it, but do not speak to us in יִדְרֵז, [in the language of Judah] in front of the people who are on the wall!

But Rabshakeh was insensitive to their demand. He said to them:

-Did my Lord [the king of Assyria] send me to say these things to your master and to you? Or, was it for the people sitting on the wall who will eat their dung and drink their urine with you?

And so, Rabshakeh stood up and proclaimed loudly in יִדְרֵז, [in the language of Judah]:

-Hear the message of the Great King, the king of Assyria, etc...

In the *Ferrara Bible*, the same passage reads as follows:

Y dixo Eliakim hijo de Hilkiyahu y Sebna y Yoah a Rabsakeh fabla agora con tus siervos Armenian que oyentes nos y no fables có nos Yudayco en orejas del pueblo que sobre la cerca......... Y parose Rabsakeh y clamo có boz grande Yudayco.....

which Asa recasts as:

I disho Elyakim ijo de Hilkiyahu i Shebna i Yoah a Rabshake: avla agora a tus syervos en aramit porque entendyentes nos, i non avles kon nos en djudezmo en orejas del pueblo ke sovre la serka. I se paro Rabshakeh i griko kon boz grande en djudezmo....

As languages, יִדְרֵז - Aramaic and יִדְרֵז - Judean are not at all problematic. What the *Ferrara Bible* and Asa have done with the names of these languages is another matter!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>יִדְרֵז - Aramaic</th>
<th>יִדְרֵז - Judean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ferrara</td>
<td>Armenio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asa</td>
<td>Aramit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each translation was off the mark in one of the two languages. Incredibly, the *Ferrara Bible* confused Aramaic with Armenian!38 Asa, on the other hand, knew very well that Aramaic is not Armenian; so he left Aramit intact. But, apparently, he did not like Yudayco, as there is no language by that name. And even though in the Bible Yudayco, or the language of Judah, refers undoubtedly to Hebrew, since the word Judah is the basis for the word Judaism, Asa opted for Djudezmo as a compromise in his desire to preserve the connection between Judah and Yudayco. That was his mistake!

Subsequent translators and editors,39 too, while unwilling to equate יִדְרֵז, Yudayco, with Hebrew, did not like Yudayco, either. As a compromise they kept Djudezmo intact. By the time the missionary William Gottlieb Schaufler wrote his Hebrew-Ladino Dictionary,40

---
40 William Gottlieb Schaufler, ספר ישן עם יד, Constantinople 1855, p. 140, ס. י. יִדְרֵז.
there was already a century old "tradition" of translating the *Yudayco* of 2 Ki 18:26-28 as *Djudezmo*. Schaufler took cognizance of this "fact" with an appropriate entry in his dictionary. Paradoxically, it was the slavishness of Ladino which perpetuated Asa's gaffe.

I say Asa's gaffe, because as a professional *enladinador*. Asa knew very well that Djudezmo can mean only one thing, *i. e.* Judaism. For him, while Ladino always described the *language* of the Sepharadim, Djudezmo clearly denoted their *religion*. It is even possible to find on the same page, in Asa's own writings, the terms *Ladino* and *Djudezmo* used side by side, and quite appropriately. Asa does precisely that in his long poem with a double acrostic which he wrote in conjunction with the preface of his translation of *םֶּר צַרְיָאִבָּאָר* printed in Kostandina 5493 (Istanbul 1733).\(^{41}\) Stanzas three to five of that poem read:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stanza</th>
<th>text in Ladino</th>
<th>text in Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Buen livro este Ladino kon deklarasyon,</td>
<td><em>Dinim</em> de doctrino,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ke melsesh de kontino,</td>
<td>Muncho mas ke trataar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Vida, estorya i kuentos de perdisyon,</td>
<td><em>Poner en memoria</em>,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poner en memoria,</td>
<td><em>Divire Tora son gloria</em>,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>De eyas non apartar.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rijos de Djudezmo entender buena kondisyon,</td>
<td><em>Aleshar el djugar</em>,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aleshar el djugar,</td>
<td><em>I la noche madrugar</em>,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I por melder despertar.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In plain Ladino, *rijos de Djudezmo* is an unequivocal reference to the *customs* of Judaism, not to its *language*! With the irrefutable evidence provided by this poem from Asa's own pen, his real understanding of the word *Djudezmo* is now thrust into open daylight.

**Ladino, our Language**

Hispanists have been almost unanimous in subscribing wholeheartedly to what can be called the "great divide" approach. For liturgical texts, with a tough Hebrew/Aramaic spine in them, the label *Ladino* was good enough. For the rest, with more manageable Spanish

---


Kostandina 5493, see the end of his נָעַס הַמֵּשֶׁל בֶּשֶת.
ingredients, what was more congenial than Judeo-Spanish, the Spanish spoken by the Jews, or Djudzmo, the language of the Judaism of the Sephardim, or some other aberration?

Of course laymen are confused by this hair-splitting approach. Our fathers and our mothers never told us that there were almost two languages in our heritage, with two separate singsong modes of speech, the one (Ladino) based on Talmudic syntactical patterns and highly modulated, while the other was flatly austere and even monotonous. Native Ladino speakers are too well aware of this singsong feature of Ladino, which is probably derived from Talmudic reasoning and its syntactical patterns. When applied to Turkish, this singsong sounds very funny, indeed. As of this writing, it is even possible to identify a clear-cut age-bracket in the Jewish population which practically never spoke Ladino, has no accent whatsoever, and yet, even though it is able to read and write Turkish flawlessly, has preserved, in its Turkish speech patterns, this typical, syntactic singsong of Ladino!

When I learned the Passover Haggada in Ladino, memorizing its text from cover to cover, I never sensed that its phraseology was so outlandish that it required a sui generis label for adequate classification. No doubt, today's numerous, extraneous appellations of Ladino are quite confusing to us. But as scholars keep pounding on, and pushing for their streamlined dichotomies, these tend to sound, and to appear real: they must know something we don't know! As a result, the ostracism of the term Ladino is by now in full swing. No one dare speak of almost anything being in Ladino, even when, by the strictest definition, it could indeed be Ladino, for fear of being denounced and shouted at!

But, God forbid, what happens if in a so-called Judeo-Spanish context, a clearly Ladino item is spotted? Well, that becomes Ladinizing Judeo-Spanish! And, God forbid, how about an obvious Judeo-Spanish item floating around in a Lagino context? Well, that obviously makes for Judeo-Hispanizing Ladino! A better exercise in futility is hard to imagine.

In any language, there are literal translations of foreign texts--religious, legal or otherwise--with some versions more literal than others, depending on the ultimate application intended. It is all a matter of degree, not substance. At times, many a slavish wording of yesteryear turns into today's masterly classic! The impact of the King James Version of the Bible on the English language is well known. Martin Luther's German translation of the Scriptures, in its literalness, critically shaped modern German. In the words of the publishers

---

42 On the cover of a recent issue of the bulletin of the Spanish and Portuguese Synagogue in New York City, the Paraphrasis Caldaica En Los Cantares de Selomoh was featured with the comment that the Paraphrasis was in Judeo-Spanish, even though by the strictest criteria, that book was indeed written in Ladino!
of a recent, extremely literal Bible translation into French, the aim of such translations is not to come up with a gloss on the Bible, but the Bible itself.\footnote{43} Also, a few extremely literal translations are so innovative and daring that they end up imposing an undue burden on the basic rules of grammar, for the sake of some lofty, vested interest, or a clearly defined point of view. Such has been Buber & Rosenzweig’s\footnote{44} German translation of Scripture in 1930, or André Chouraqui’s French translation of the Old and New Testaments. With reference to the particular expression יִנְפֹּד וַיִּכְלָּל of Isaiah 56:7 discussed earlier, both Luther and Buber & Rosenzweig have in meinem Bethause and in meinem Haus des Gebets\footnote{45} respectively, but Chouraqui does stick to the more literal dans la maison de ma prière. Now, beyond taking note of all such departures and variations, no outside observer will take the next, drastic step of actually creating artificial compartments\footnote{46} to pigeonhole the diverse aspects of the languages of these books, even coining new labels for them, or what have you.

In the case of Ladino, a calculated effort is being made to insist ferociously on the putative differences between a presumed non-language (Ladino), relegated to the realm of religious translations, and another one, robust and free from all traditional conditioning. To the exasperation of knowledgeable natives, this effort is immediately followed by a practical ban placed on almost any modern use of the term Ladino. In my view, such efforts are rooted in a blatant anti-rabbinic bias on the part of people who, while jostling for the survival of our language, are unable or unwilling to transcend beyond superficialities to appreciate that in this cross-cultural domain, the religious and the secular do mesh into a dynamic aggregate.

\textit{Judeo-Spanish}

As a pure invention of the scholarly world, the term Judeo-Spanish is still cajoled for its purported usefulness in ideally describing the language (-ish) of the Spanish Jews. Its endorsement in certain Sephardic circles is of recent vintage. No wonder then that in the total absence of any rabbinic discussant, aware of the many sources to the contrary, the proponents of Judeo-Spanish have pulled a thick blanket over the hundreds of Ladino books they have

\footnote{43} André Chouraqui, \textit{La Bible}, Desclée De Brouwer, [Paris] 1974, volume 1, p. 9: D’où la concision et la précision d’un texte qui n’entend pas être une glosses sur la Bible, mais la Bible elle-même.

\footnote{44} Martin Buber und Franz Rosenzweig, \textit{Die fünf Bücher der Weisung}, Verlag Lambert Schneider, Berlin 1930.

\footnote{45} I hate to think that Buber & Rosenzweig "missed" the crucial Midrashic exposition of this expression in Berakhot 7a! But it looks that this is what actually happened.

\footnote{46} It would be too tedious to rehearse here all the arguments and historic precedents used by the proponents of the current, artificial compartmentalization of Ladino. Let me simply state that I can hardly remember any book published, say, in the last century that does not bear on its very title-page a clear mention of its being written in Ladino.
never read, to give full vent to their fanciful guesses. Today's aficionados of Judeo-Spanish are not the Jewishly knowledgeable hahamim of the past, of whom unfortunately not one remains, but those broken-French speakers of yesteryear who lately have awakened to the maid-talk of their childhood, and suddenly wish to brag about it. On the spur of the moment, they will whimsically drop age-old words, in favor of worthless substitutes.\footnote{Salom, April 4, 1990, p. 9 writes: la sinagoga fue rovada por ladrones ke avyeron un ori/Tsyo (delik)! What was wrong with plain, old burako?} Or, they will have no second thoughts about switching from the traditional and deeply ingrained el Dyo (always with the article) to the unjewish Dios (without the article), spelled even D..! It can be asked whether those who for centuries wrote יְהֹוה, el Dyo, fully and unabashedly, were they less respectful of the deity? Thus in the minds of French speaking Jews, Judéo-Espagnol has become a convenient Spanish substitute for the familiar Judéo-Allemand or Juif Allemand.

The weekly Salom in Istanbul has endorsed wholeheartedly the idea of Judeo-Espanyol which sounds absolutely atrocious, especially as it is being used increasingly in a Turkish context, something like Judo practiced in Spain, or Spanish Judo! Strictly speaking, no Turkish word has a Judo component to it; or simply put, Judeo is incomprehensible in Turkish.\footnote{Another incomprehensible word in Turkish is rabbi. To a Muslim reader, rabbi means my God, as in the common exclamation ya Rabbi, which simply means O my God! The appropriate term for rabbi in a Muslim cultural context is the time-honored title of haham. There is nothing distasteful in being called a haham, or in speaking of hahamlar, instead of the weird sounding rabbiler. My personal preference is for the word which stresses our quest for wisdom (haham), instead of the pursuit of greatness (rabbi).} Besides, the Turkish word for Spanish is Ispanyolca, not Espanyol. But the more this hyphenated term is pushed down the throats of people, the more future scholars will write about, and swear by the "reality of its extensive use in the local press". A hyphenated appellation for one's language, what a beautiful way of expressing pride in a treasured legacy!

Djudezmo

This is an equally problematic, and at times quite offensive label when used to describe not the religion of the Sepharadim, but the language of that religion! And here is why. It has often been maintained that, while the Judaism of the Ashkenazim comprised various "streams", with institutions and vested interests etc., the Sephardic Jews have resisted any such divisions.

In my view, the absence of "streams" among Sepharadim was simply due to the absence of water. Where there was enough water, mighty rivulets did surface, despite the ever present threat of excommunication against dissidents. If the strong arm of excommunication does not make waves and create streams, then we have to redefine what a "stream" is. As we know, sudden Westernization caused enormous upheavals which put at
odds authoritarian clerics against well-meaning journalists who dared criticize them. Here is what Galanté says about David Fresco, the journalist:

If anyone, I should be the one to write freely about these unpleasant incidents! Indeed, one of those authoritarian clerics, who signed David Fresco’s excommunication order, was haribbi Nissim Moshe (H)Amon, my beloved great-grandfather on my father’s maternal side, who at that time was Av Bet-Din and Maré de-Atra of Kuzguncuk, my hometown. Here is journalist David Fresco’s excommunication order in Lagino, as copied by Galanté with the names of my great-grandfather and the other members of the Religious Council:


50 Abraham Galanté, Histoire des Juifs d’Istanbul, Imprimerie Hüsnütabâ, Istanbul 1941, vol. I, p. 262. As a staunch critic of the same abuses, Galanté himself had to flee to Cairo where he established the bi-monthly La Vara. In Galanté’s own words:

La Vara était un organe révolutionnaire qui critiquait les agissements des dirigeants des communautés juives de l’ancien empire ottoman.